
Our company is looking for a trade sales. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for trade sales

Identify, research and/or qualify targeted national account prospects in a
specific geography or vertical market/brand segments
Respond to prospective customer requests for information and proposal
Work in collaboration with National and Regional colleagues to develop
multi-platform activations across the portfolio
Incubate current partners/tenants to other business lines within the company
to drive additional cash flow
Coach and develop Trade Sales Representatives by visiting customers with
them (Joint visits)
Ensure the ROI of activities and provide regular feed-back to TKAM, Trade
Marketing, and Marketing Teams, monitor KPIs to evaluate Team’s
performance (e.g., turnover/Trade Sales Representatives, orders/calls, sell-out
actions implemented, days in field, number of sales calls, call frequency,
numeric-weighted distribution, share of shelf, recommendation level)
Lead the on-boarding process of new Support Specialists, providing training
and ongoing support of department systems and procedures
Identify process inefficiencies, solicit and summarize team feedback, and
recommend alternate solutions to management
Assist Supervisor in identifying topics for weekly Department meetings and
conduct meetings in Supervisor's absence
Monitor Salesforce productivity dashboards to ensure workload is balanced
and requests are effectively prioritized to meet service levels

Example of Trade Sales Job Description
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Bachelor’s Degree in Finance or Accounting required – MBA/CPA a pluss
Three years of business experience with financial analysis and data
management, preferably within CPG industry with work history consisting of
Brand finance or Sales finance
P&L background/experience along with knowledge of financial systems and
accounting concepts
Demonstrated professional success, with an ability to deal with ambiguity,
change, and a dynamic business environment
Ability to leverage analytics and insights to generate meaningful financial
solutions
Strong verbal and written communication skills, with strong financial business
acumen


